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Season 3, Episode 12
 PreviousNext 




A Developed "Time Skip" Counterstrike? Here Comes Goku's New Move!



While Goku manages to counter Hit's time-skip attacks, the displeased Hit fakes a power up while revealing that Goku inspired him to increase the duration of his time-skip to a second to inflict enough blows to force Goku on ground. Champa tells Hit to finish off Goku, but Hit refuses to obey his order out of respect for Goku. Goku manages to get back on his feet, and the two resume their fight. Goku is soon backed into a corner and resorts to using a move he intended to use on Beerus: using the Kaiō-ken technique while in Super Saiyan Blue form to greatly increase his strength and speed. Having powered up, Goku begins pummeling and blasting Hit, who manages to evade most of the attacks with ease.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
Akira Toriyama, King Ryû, Yukinori Fukushima


Director:
King Ryû


Release date:
17 April 2016, 09:00
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